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Key	Highlights
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Implementation	
Banking and Re-Negotiation of the 
IMF/EU Programme of Support




















































Reducing Banks’ Reliance on the Irish and 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Financial Services and Credit  
to Business





































































Growing the Agri-Food Sector












Further Expansion and Innovation in our Dairy  
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Positioning Ireland as a Leading Player in the 
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Implementation
The Context for Reform
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Overhauling Politics and 
Government 
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Protecting Confidentiality of Information Provided 








More Effective Financial Scrutiny
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The National Parliament and the 
European Union

















































































































































































































































Empowering the Civil Service
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Implementation
Health Service Reform


































































Recruiting Psychologists and Counsellors to  
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Universal Hospital Care
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Cost Control





































Capital Developments in Health
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Mental Health










































Closing Unsuitable Psychiatric Institutions in 

























































The Expert Group Report on the A, B and C  








Early Childhood Care and Education
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Making Literacy a National Cause




















































Building Schools for the Future



























Delivering Equity in Education



































































































Housing and Distressed Mortgages
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Justice and Law Reform



























Strong and Efficient Policing










































Sentencing and Penal Reform




































































































Law Reform, Courts and Judiciary





























































Eliminating Poverty Traps 




















A Zero Tolerance Approach to 
Welfare Fraud


























Getting Better Value for Money



































































National Standards for Residential Services for 
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Implementation






































































Arts, Culture and Sport

























Foreign Affairs, ODA and Defence

































































































































An Ghaeilge agus an Ghaeltacht






















































































































Enhancing the Quality of the 
Environment
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Coastal Communities, Fisheries and 
Marine Environment
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Planning
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Commitments Under Review
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Rationalisation	of	State	Bodies
Rationalisations fully implemented involving 21 bodies
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Rationalisations with legislative or administrative changes underway across 
82 bodies
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DEPARTMENT BODY AND ACTION STATUS
Transport, 
Tourism and Sport
Merge	NRA	with	Railway	Procurement	
Agency
General	Scheme	of	Bill	will	be	submitted	
to	Government	in	Q1	2013	
Merger	of	National	Sports	Campus	
Development	Authority	with	the	Irish	
Sports	Council
Draft	General	Scheme	of	Bill	to	be	
submitted	to	Government	in	Q1	2013.
Review	Role	of	Shannon	Development	
(Tourism)	and	possible	merger	into	Fáilte	
Ireland
Proposals	for	merger	approved	by	
Government	and	will	be	implemented	by	
Q2	2013
Communications, 
Energy and 
Natural Resources
Merge	the	Digital	Hub	Development	
Authority	with	Dublin	City	Council
Merger	implemented	on	an	
administrative	basis	pending	legislation	
Children and 
Youth Affairs
Merge	back-office	functions	of	
Ombudsman	for	Children	with	
Information	Commissioner
Shared	services	model	to	be	
implemented.
Merge	Family	Support	Agency	into	new	
Child	and	Family	Support	Agency
Drafting	of	required	legislation	is	well	
underway	
Health Merge	Opticians	Boards	with	the	Health	
and	Social	Care	Professionals	Council
A	working	Group	is	advancing	this	
proposal.
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